ABSTRACT The informed dynamic scheduling (IDS) strategies for decoding of low-density parity-check codes obtained superior performance in error correction performance and convergence speed. However, there are still two problems existing in the current IDS algorithms. The first is that the current IDS algorithms only preferentially update the selected unreliable messages, but they do not guarantee the updating is performed with reliable information. In this paper, a two-step message selecting strategy is introduced. On the basis of the two reliability metrics and two types of variable node residuals, the residual belief propagation (BP) decoding algorithm, short for TRM-TVRBP, is proposed. With the algorithm, the reliability of the updatingmessages can be improved. The second is the greediness problem, prevalently existed in the IDS-like algorithms. The problem arises mainly from the fact that the major computing resources are allocated to or concentrated on some nodes and edges. To overcome the problem, the reliability metric-based RBP algorithm (RM-RBP) is proposed, which can force every variable node to contribute its intrinsic information to the iterative decoding. At the same time, the algorithm can force the related variable nodes to be updated, and make every edge have an equal opportunity of being updated. The simulation results show that both the TRM-TVRBP and the RM-RBP have appealing convergence rate and error-correcting performance compared with the previous IDS decoders over the white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes were first invented in 1962 [1] but were soon ignored until they were re-invented in 1995 [2] . LDPC codes can approach the channel capacity when belief propagation (BP) decoding algorithm is utilized [3] . When a conventional log-likelihood ratio belief propagation (LLR BP) decoding algorithm is applied to an LDPC code, the decoding messages are iteratively exchanged between variable and check nodes. Flooding, which is also called parallel scheduling, is a commonly used decoding algorithm, which is the most straightforward scheduling method, where all the variable-to-check (V2C) messages and
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all the check-to-variable (C2V) messages are updated successively. However, the convergence rate is low because the latest information is not available until the next iteration is performed. To accelerate the convergence rate and improve the error-correcting performance, a method of sequential scheduling was presented, with which the sequence of updates is predetermined and fixed [4] - [6] . This sequential scheduling strategy is different from the flooding in that the latest information is available in the current iteration for the sequential scheduling.
Even though the convergence rate of sequential scheduling is twice as fast as that of parallel scheduling [7] , both of them allocate the computing resources to each node fixedly and equally. As the decoding processing goes on, different variable nodes have different reliabilities. In general, the more reliable the nodes are, the less computing resources that the nodes need as they do not change during decoding process in the following iterations. Thus, the equal computational distribution for all nodes and edges results in a waste of limited computing resources. To make good use of the dynamic characteristics of the decoding information, the informed dynamic scheduling (IDS) strategy [8] was introduced. With the strategy, the residual belief propagation (RBP) algorithm, where the updating sequence is determined based on the residual of the C2V messages, was improved uninterruptedly. However, the RBP is greedy because it only updates the C2V messages with the maximum C2V messages' residual. Thus, although the convergence rate of the RBP decreased very fast for the first few iterations, its overall converging performance in error-correcting is worse than that of the flooding or the sequential. In order to achieve a superior convergence performance, the node-wise RBP (NW RBP) was also presented, where all the messages of the C2V edges connected to the check node having the maximum C2V residual are updated simultaneously [8] . And IDS strategy not only has excellent performance in LPDC block codes, but also has good effect in LDPC convolutional codes [9] .
Gradually, the IDS aroused much attention for its excellent performance. Since then an increasing number of dynamic decoding algorithms based on different message selecting and updating strategies were presented [10] - [14] , such as the variable-to-check RBP (VC RBP) [10] , the silent-variablenode-free RBP (SVNF) [11] , the dynamic-silent-variablenode-free scheduling(D-SVNFS) [12] , the tabu search-based dynamic scheduling (TSDS) [13] , and residual-decayingbased residual belief-propagation (RD RBP) [14] . In the VC RBP algorithm, the V2C message with the maximum V2C message residual is propagated preferentially, and the SVNF RBP algorithm aims at the issue of silent variable nodes, selects and updates each C2V message with the maximum C2V message residual generated by the check node connecting with each variable node in turn. Contrary to the SVNF scheme where the participation sequence of variable node is fixed, the D-SVNFS scheme allows a dynamic participation sequence of variable node. The TSDS algorithm placed some nodes into the tabu list based on the residual. Since the nodes in the tabu list cannot be updated, the impact of the greediness of the IDS algorithm is accordingly reduced. The RD RBP algorithm also focuses on the greediness of the IDS algorithm, where the value of C2V residual that has been updated will be decayed in a degree. Hence, the probability that this edge is selected will be reduced, avoiding the greediness of the IDS algorithm. In the above dynamic decoding algorithms, the message selecting is only based on the message residual. In addition, the edgebased dynamic decoding algorithms [15] , [16] were proposed. In the edge-based BP (EBBP) [15] , the check nodes are split into 3 distinct types, and the edges that connect reliable variable nodes and some type of check nodes will not be updated. Meanwhile, the method with which a better threshold is selected [16] can split check nodes into distinct types elegantly. There are other dynamic decoding algorithms [17] - [19] proposed based on the message residuals and/or judgment criteria. Since the performance of dynamic scheduling decoding algorithms is so promising, the research topic accordingly shifted to decreasing the decoding complexity, which was also investigated [20] - [22] . For the algorithm of the reliability-based-layered belief propagation (RBL-BP) [20] , the absolute value of the logarithmic likelihood ratio from the channel (ABS-LLR-CH) was employed to select nodes to be updated in each iteration. Whereas, in the reliability-based residual belief propagation (REL-RBP) [21] , the node with the highest benefit is updated based on the reliability of the LLRs exchanged in the message passing, where, a different measure for each iteration is also presented. A threshold parameter is incorporated in a posteriori probability residual belief propagation (APPRBP) [22] to treat the performance-complexity trade-off. This threshold parameter will determine if a variable node needs to be updated or remain as it is. All of these algorithms can achieve the same error correction performance and greatly reduce the decoding complexity.
Although these algorithms discussed above have attractive performance in error-correction and convergence rate, two problems still exist in decoding. The first is about the message updating strategy. After selecting the unreliable messages, the currently-employed IDS algorithms do not guarantee to update the selected unreliable messages with the reliable information. Aiming at the problem, we proposed the dynamic scheduling decoding algorithm of LDPC codes based on two reliability metrics and two types of variable node residuals (TRM-TVRBP). With the proposed algorithm, the most unreliable message and the most reliable message are first selected, and then the most unreliable message is updated with the most reliable one. This algorithm can achieve a much better convergence rate and error-correcting performance while the complexity increases a little.
The second problem is the greediness existing in the IDS decoders prevalently. The problem arises mainly because the major computing resources are concentrated on some nodes and edges, causing some variable nodes to have no chances of contributing their intrinsic information and some edges have no chances of being updated. To tackle the problem, we proposed the RM-RBP algorithm, with which every variable node is forced to contribute its intrinsic information. At the same time, the variable node related to it is forced to be updated. In this way, every edge is allocated an equal opportunity of being updated with the novel dynamic updating strategies. Our simulation results show that the proposed RM-RBP achieves a better convergence rate and error-correcting performance while having a lower computing complexity and message-searching complexity compared to the previously presented schedules.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the LLR BP, the RBP and the RBP with message selecting strategies not only based on residuals but some other judgment criteria. Sections III and IV introduce the proposed TRM-TVRBP and RM-RBP decoding algorithms respectively. Section V compares the error-correcting performance, the convergence rate and the complexity of the two proposed algorithms with those of the previous algorithms. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARY WORK A. LLR BP DECODING ALGORITHM
A binary LDPC code can be described using a Tanner graph consisting of N variable nodes and M check nodes, where v j denotes the j-th variable node and c i denotes the i-th check node. When the LLR BP decoding algorithm is applied to LDPC codes, the initial LLR information of every variable node v j , C vj , is firstly initialized according to
where y j denotes the channel information of the j-th variable node, v j denotes the j-th code bit. After initialization, the V2C and C2V messages are then updated. The V2C message m vj→ci that propagates from v j to c i is calculated as
where N (v j )\c i denotes the neighboring check nodes that are connected to variable node v j , except for check node c i . The C2V message m ci→vj that propagates from c i to v j is generated according to
where N (c i )\v j denotes the neighboring variable nodes that are connected to check node c i , excluding variable node v j . After generating and propagating all the V2C and C2V messages, a hard decision L(v j ) of variable node v j is made based on the LLR value, which is calculated as
where N (v j ) denotes all the neighboring check nodes that are connected to variable node v j . Flooding is the most straightforward LLR BP-based algorithm, which updates all V2C messages first using (2) , and then updates all C2V messages using (3). Therefore, the newly generated information in the current iteration can only be used in the coming iteration. In sequential scheduling algorithm, the new information can be generated and immediately used in the same iteration. The message-propagation decoding process will not stop until all the check equations are satisfied or the predefined maximum number of iterations is reached.
B. RBP DECODING ALGORITHM
The updates to messages in the flooding algorithm and the sequential scheduling algorithm follow a predefined order. In contrast, the IDS dynamically adjusts the order of message updates. As the first presented IDS algorithm, RBP determines the order of message updating based on the C2V residual. The C2V residual is defined as the magnitude of the difference between the C2V messages before and after an update. The C2V [8] residual can be defined as
where m pre c i →v j is the pre-computation of the next updated C2V message. As mentioned above, this algorithm only updates the C2V edge with the maximum C2V messages residual. Hence, all the C2V messages are computed at the beginning of decoding in order to find the C2V edge necessary to be updated. Assuming that the edge from check node c i to variable node v j has the maximum C2V residual. Finally, the residual of the message currently being updated, r c i →v j , is set to 0, and the C2V message with the largest residual is selected for the next update.
C. RELATED WORK
As has been known, decoding algorithms affect the errorcorrecting performance of codewords while the message selecting and updating strategy play an important role in decoding algorithms. To further improve the error-correcting performance, some message selecting strategies are proposed [17] - [19] not only based on residuals but some other judgment criteria.
If the sign of the Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) of a variable node is changed before and after an update, the variable node is said to be unstable [17] . An unstable variable node means that its decoding results will change before and after an iteration of decoding. Hence, more information is needed to correct decoding errors. Accordingly, it is required that the unstable node is updated first. The unstable decision is introduced and combined with V2C residual to determine the sequence of messages to be updated first in the IVC RBP algorithm [17] . In brief, the message selecting strategy of IVC RBP firstly judges whether each variable node is an unstable node with the unstable decision. Then, the stable nodes are grouped into the stable set and the unstable nodes are placed in the unstable set. If there is more than one unstable variable node in the unstable set, and the most unstable variable node should be selected for updating. Hence, the variable node with the maximum V2C residual in the unstable set is searched and selected as the most unstable node and then the predefined update operation is performed. If there is no unstable variable node, the variable node with the maximum V2C residual in all of the variable nodes is searched and then the predefined update operation is performed.
Based on the unstable decision, a new dynamic selection strategy with a more accurate criterion is proposed [18] . In the OV RBP algorithm, it is necessary to determine whether all variable nodes are stable, just like those in the IVC RBP. If the variable nodes are unstable, they are placed in the unstable set denoted with C; otherwise, they are put into the stable set. If set C is empty, the variable node having the largest residual among all variable nodes is chosen as the next to be updated. Hence, there is only one variable node in set C. Accordingly, the most unreliable node is found and updated. Finally, the rest of the result is considered. In this case, there is more than one variable node in set C. However, which node is the most unreliable one cannot be determined. Hence, a new measurement is introduced in the algorithm, where we calculate the number of unsatisfied parity check equations of each variable node, and the largest number among these numbers will be found and denoted with P. Based on the judgment stated below, the set, C, can be divided into two subsets. If the number of the unsatisfied parity check equations of a node reaches P, the variable node is put into set C 1 ; otherwise, into set C 2 . In this way, the variable nodes in C 1 can be considered to be more unreliable than the nodes in C 2 . If subset C 1 is nonempty, the variable node having the largest residual in C 1 is to be chosen to be updated since it is just the one, the most unreliable variable node; otherwise, the variable node having the largest residual in subset C 2 is to be selected for updating. The combination of the unstable decision, the judgment of the unsatisfied parity check equations and the message residual of variable node makes the selection of the least reliable variable node more accurate.
Unlike the above two algorithms, a method termed as the stability criterion [19] is employed to judge whether a variable node is reliable or not. During the iterative decoding of LDPC codes, if the LLR sign of a variable node remains unchanged in three consecutive iterations, it indicates that the variable node is stable. After partitioning, all variable nodes into two sets, the variable node set N 1 , which dissatisfies the conditions of this method, and another one N 2 , which satisfies the conditions of this method. If Set N 1 is not empty, the most unreliable variable node having the maximum-node-residual is found from N 1 . Otherwise, it will be found in N 2 . Finally, the edge with the largest residual will be found among all the edges connected to the most unreliable variable node. And the edge is taken as the most unreliable edge. The most unreliable variable node and the most unreliable edge will be updated first in this paper [19] . Through the above operation, the triple-judgment-based dynamic selection strategy was proposed.
III. PROPOSED TRM-TVRBP ALGORITHM BASED ON RESIDUAL AND METRICS

A. RELIABILITY METRICS
The proposed strategy is constructed based on two reliability metrics, one of which is designed to select the most unreliable message, named the Reliability Metric I (RM-I), and the other of which is designed to select the most reliable message, termed as Reliability Metric II (RM-II).
Firstly, for each variable node, all the check equations, in which the variable node participates, are calculated, and the number of equations that do not satisfy the check relation is recorded as U (v). The maximum value of U (v) is defined as max(U ) and its minimum value is denoted as min(U ). As we know, the more check equations a variable node does not satisfy, the more unreliable it becomes. Hence, all variable nodes are divided into two sets based on whether U (v) is equal to max(U ) or not. If it is, the variable node is placed into set N 1 ; otherwise into set N 2 . Therefore, set N 1 is a set consisting of all most unreliable variable nodes, and set N 2 is a set consisting of the remaining variable nodes. If there are a number of variable nodes in set N 1 , we cannot distinguish which node is more unreliable than another. Then, a novel metric is proposed, which can be defined as
where T (c i ) denotes the result of parity check node (equation v j )) is bigger, the probability of the error bit in v(v j ) is also higher while the probability that the error bit is v j is lower. When T (c i ) = 1, there are odd number of bits occurring in error in N (c i ). The probability that there are 3 or more bits occurring in error in N (c i ) is very low at the region of medium to high signal to noise ratio (SNR). Hence, in most instances, we consider the case that there is only one error in N (c i ). In conclusion, the bigger value of M (v j ) means the variable node v j is more reliable. Then, the value M (v j ) of the variable nodes in set N 1 are calculated, and the maximum value of M (v j ) is defined as max(M ) and the minimum value is denoted as min(M ). Based on the above knowledge, the nodes in set N 1 are further divided into two sets based on whether or not the value M (v j ) of these nodes v j is equal to min(M ). If the condition is true, the variable node is grouped into set N 11 ; otherwise, set into set N 12 . Obviously, the most unreliable set is the one, N 11 , and the next is set N 12 , while the last is set N 2 . The whole process is stated as RM-I. For the RM-II, there is a little difference from the RM-I. All variable nodes in the RM-II are divided into sets N 3 and N 4 depending on whether the number U (v) is equal to the minimum value min(U ) of all U (v), where set N 3 consists of all stable variable nodes and set N 4 the remaining variable nodes. If N 3 is non-empty, the variable nodes in N 3 are further divided into sets N 31 and N 32 , where set N 31 consists of these variable nodes whose M (v) reaches the maximum and set N 32 the remaining variable nodes. Clearly, the sets are sorted into N 31 , N 32 and N 4 in the order of deceasing reliability. 
B. THE PROPOSED TRM-TVRBP ALGORITHM
The TRM-TVRBP algorithm is developed based on the combination of the RM-I, the RM-II and the message residuals of variable nodes. Figure 2 shows the two-step message selecting strategy of the TRM-TVRBP algorithm. Firstly, all variable nodes are classified into 3 sets (N 11 , N 12 and N 2 ) with RM-I. Then, the variable node with the largest message residual regarded as the most unreliable node can be found in the most unreliable set. Assuming that v j is the most unreliable variable node selected in the first step, and the message used to update the selected unreliable variable node v j must be reliable. Hence, the following step is to select the most reliable variable node from a vicinal variable node set v(v j ), which is related to v j and meets the relationship in a way v(v j ) ∈ N (c i )\v j , c i ∈ N (v j ). After categorizing the set v(v j ) with RM-II, we select the variable node message with the minimum residual as the most reliable message in the nonempty and most reliable set. After selecting the most unreliable and the most reliable messages, followed is the update of the selected unreliable messages with the selected reliable messages. Figure 3 shows the decoding process of the TRM-TVRBP algorithm. Assuming that v j is the selected most unreliable variable node, v k is the selected most reliable variable node. In the first step, the message from check nodes c a to variable nodes v d is generated and propagated, where 
Through the two steps, the most unreliable node, v j , is updated by its most reliable vicinal variable node v k , so the messages m v j →c m for the next update will be more reliable. At last, the C2V messages from check nodes c m to their partial neighboring variable nodes v t are updated, where the partial variable nodes v t satisfy {v t ∈ N (c m )} &{v t / ∈ N (c a )\v k }. In order to prepare for the message-selecting of the next iteration, the LLR values and the residuals r(v t ) of variable nodes v t are calculated. After finishing the updating steps, the variable node residual r(v j ) is set to zero in order to avoid being selected in the next followed iteration. The detailed decoding process for the TRM-TVRBP algorithm with pseudo-code is described in Algorithm 1.
IV. RELIABILITY METRIC-BASED RBP (RM-RBP) ALGORITHM
In order to reduce the greediness of the IDS algorithms, we propose the RM-RBP algorithm, it is based on a novel dynamic message-updating strategy and the above-stated RM-I. The problem of the greediness is caused by the structure of LDPC codes since many circles exist in the LPDC codes. And a phenomenon has been found in our investigation, in the error frame, the message updating process only concentrates on a set of some nodes and edges, which will form a circle,. Hence, the wrong information is continuously transmitted in this circle, and the correct information outside the circle cannot be transmitted into the circle to modify the wrong information. In other words, it is forced to continue N (c a ) selecting another node in this circle when the most unreliable node is chosen the next time, which wastes most of the computing resources. In order to solve this problem, the most unreliable vicinal variable node related to each variable node in the proposed RM-RBP algorithm is selected through using the RM-I and the message residual of variable node. Then, the specific messages are updated. Hence, each variable node can contribute its inherent information to iterative decoding, and message updating process cannot fall into these circles. In this way, the computing resources consumed in those circles over and over again are avoided being wasted.
The decoding steps of the RM-RBP algorithm are shown in Fig. 4 Firstly, all variable nodes are classified by using RM-I. Then, for variable node v j , the set of check nodes connected with variable node v j , is searched, i.e., set c i ∈ N (v j ) is found. Accordingly, the unreliable variable node v k is found from the set v(v j ). Followed are the updates to be performed as follows. The C2V messages from check nodes c a to variable node v k are updated, where c a ∈ N (v k ).
After receiving the updated messages, variable node v k generates and propagates new V2C messages to its neighbor check nodes c a . Then, the C2V messages from check nodes c a to their neighbor variable nodes v d and v j except for v k are updated, where v d ∈ N (c a )\v k , and c a ∈ N (v k ). At last, the LLR values and the residuals r(v d ) are calculated in order to prepare for the message-selecting of the next iteration, while the variable node residual r(v k ) is set to zero in order to avoid being selected in the next followed iteration. Afterwards, the same selecting and updating operations are performed as stated above for the variable nodes from the second to the last. After the above steps performed, each variable node updates the most unreliable vicinal variable node through its intrinsic information, which continues to play a role in the subsequent decoding. The detailed decoding process for the RM-RBP algorithm with pseudo-code is described in Algorithm 2. 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the decoding performance of the proposed TRM-TVRBP and RM-RBP algorithms is obtained through a large number of simulations. The computation complexity of these algorithms is evaluated according to the number of computations required in each step of decoding. All simulations are performed over the AWGN channel with the BPSK modulation. The codes used in the simulation are denoted with (N , M ), where N is the block length and M denotes the number of parity check bits. Codes (256, 128) and (1008, 504) are the regular LDPC codes constructed with the progressive edge growth (PEG) algorithm [23] . Codes (576, 144), (576, 288) and (1152, 576) are the irregular LDPC codes constructed based on the IEEE 802.16e standard [24] . In order to demonstrate the performance of these algorithms, the proposed algorithms are compared with other IDS algorithms, including Flooding [1] , CSBP [5] , NW RBP [8] , VC RBP [10] , IVC RBP [17] and OV RBP [18] . In the paper the maximum number of iterations is set to 5 unless otherwise specified. 
A. ERROR CORRECTING PERFORMANCE
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the bit error ratio (BER) performance and frame error ratio (FER) performance of the decoding algorithms for LDPC codes of block-lengths 576, 1008 and 1152, where, the dashed lines represent the FER and the solid lines represent the BER. In Fig. 5 , it is obvious that the error-correcting performance of the proposed algorithms is better than any of the other compared algorithms. It can be observed that with the increase of signal to noise ratio, the performance advantage is becoming more prominent. Especially, when E b /N 0 = 4dB, the proposed RM-RBP and TRM-TVRBP algorithms behave the best and the second, respectively in terms of the BER and FER. Compared with the OV RBP [18] , the proposed TRM-TVRBP can gain a half of BER, as low as 7×10 −7 , while the proposed RM-RBP algorithm is better than the TRM-TVRBP in BER, low to 4×10 −7 . The simulation results for larger block sizes, 1008 and 1152, are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It is clear that the proposed TRM-TVRBP and RM-RBP roughly obtain the same BER and FER performance as that in Fig. 5 . The FER performance of the TRM-TVRBP is slightly better than that of OVRBP while the RM-RBP still has considerable advantages. Even at lower SNR, there is a clear advantage for both of the proposed algorithms if compared with the others. The performance is getting more attractive as the block length of codes increases.
In order to demonstrate that both of the proposed algorithms converge faster than any of the other compared algorithms, the BER performance versus the number of iterations is simulated and shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. Figure 8 shows the BER performance vs the number of iterations for the (256, 128) LDPC code at E b /N 0 = 2.5dB. It can be seen that the RM-RBP algorithm has the highest convergence rate. After the first iteration, the TRM-TVRBP algorithm and RM-RBP algorithm both get a much lower BER than other algorithms. When the iteration number is less than 20, the error-correcting performance of the RM-RBP algorithm gets most quickly improved and the TRM-TVRBP algorithm ranks the second among the algorithms of interest. For the RM-RBP algorithm, its BER performance always ranks the first no matter how many iterations the algorithms run, which shows RM-RBP has a considerable advantage over other algorithms. Figures 9 and 10 show the BER performance versus the number of iterations for (576, 144) LDPC codes at E b /N 0 = 3.5dB, and the (576, 288) LDPC codes at E b /N 0 = 2.5dB. The simulations for both of them demonstrate that the proposed RM-RBP and TRM-TVRBP algorithms have the fastest and the second convergence speed, respectively. In other words, the RM-RBP and the TRM-TVRBP not only have better error correction performance but have faster convergence speed.
B. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we evaluated the decoding complexity for the proposed TRM-TVRBP and RM-RBP algorithms. For convenience, a variable node updated by C2V messages and a check node updated by V2C messages are termed as the C2V updating and V2C updating, respectively. For some decoding algorithms, the residual calculation is necessary for updating. The computational complexity of this part is regarded as the pre-computation. In addition, if an algorithm need find the most unreliable variable nodes among all variable nodes, a certain amount of searching complexity is required. This decoding complexity is indispensable in each iteration of LDPC decoding, where one iteration means the process of selecting and updating all edges in the Tanner graph. The total number of edges in the entire Tanner graph is In Table 1 , the updating complexity is presented, which consists of the number of C2V updating, V2C updating and pre-computations for different decoding algorithms. In Table 2 , different searching complexities are demonstrated for different algorithms. For the NW RBP and the OV RBP algorithms, the pre-computations are actually the calculations of C2V messages, while for the IVC RBP algorithm, the pre-computations are the computations of V2C messages. Therefore, the pre-computations of the algorithms mentioned above can be added to the corresponding C2V update and V2C update. The results can be classified into the complexity of C2V and V2C calculations as shown in the 4th and 3rd columns in Table 2 , respectively. For the proposed TRM-TVRBP and RM-RBP algorithms, the computations of the residuals in them are performed with the variable node messages. Hence, we classify the pre-computations of the two algorithms into an individual item as presented in 5th column of Table 2 .
For the updating complexity of the proposed algorithms, it is shown in Fig. 4 respectively, which can be reduced to E, E · d c and E · d c . As has been discussed before, the pre-computations of the RM-RBP should be classified to an individual calculation which is different from the C2V and V2C computations because they are performed with the variable nodes residuals. The search complexity is listed in the second column in Table 2 . For the proposed RM-RBP, the most unreliable variable node is selected among the variable nodes that are connected to some check nodes, which are connected to a certain variable node. Assuming that v i is just the certain variable node, and v k is the selected variable node with the maximum node residual. Then, the C2V edges to be updated are selected among all the edges, c a 2 v k , where c a ∈ N (v k ), For the proposed TRM-TVRBP algorithm, the most unreliable variable node is firstly selected among all variable nodes. Then, the variable node with the minimum node residual is selected from some variable nodes. Assuming that the selected unreliable node is v i , then the reliable variable node is selected from Because the value of d c is much smaller than that of M , the search complexity of the RM-RBP is less than that of the VC RBP and NWRBP as indicated in Table 2 . The complexity of the IVC RBP and OV RBP algorithms can be expressed as O(E 2 ) and O(N 2 ), respectively. While the complexity of the RM-RBP algorithm can be expressed as O(E). It is clear that the complexity of the RM-RBP is much less than that of the IVC RBP and OV RBP algorithms. That is to say, the proposed RM-RBP algorithm has the lowest search complexity with O(E) when compared with other IDS algorithms. In conclusion, the proposed RM-RBP algorithm has the same updating complexity and the lower search complexity when compared with the OV RBP algorithm. In addition, the RM-RBP is also superior in computational complexity.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present two innovative IDS algorithms, TRM-TVRBP and RM-RBP, in order to overcome the problems in message-updating and greediness, respectively. The TRM-TVRBP algorithm can make sure that the unreliable messages are updated by the reliable messages through employing the proposed two-step message selecting scheme. The RM-RBP enables all variable nodes and all edges to have the opportunity of being updated with the suggested messageupdating scheme to overcome the greediness of IDS. Both of the proposed algorithms can achieve much better BER performance and convergence rate. Especially, the RM-RBP algorithm is outstanding. In addition, the complexity of the RM-RBP algorithm and TRM-TVRBP algorithm can be decreased significantly since the pre-computations are not required for them, especially the RM-RBP algorithm. Our simulation results and analyses show that the two proposed algorithms behave much better than the prior arts when considering the BER, convergence rate, and decoding complexity as a whole.
